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S photoproduction in the resonance region

S. Janssen,* J. Ryckebusch, D. Debruyne, and T. Van Cauteren
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A study ofgp→KS processes in an isobar model at tree level is reported. By comparing model calculations
to the published SAPHIR data, we explore the possible role of different isospinI 5

1
2 (N* ) and I 5

3
2 ~D* !

resonances in the reaction dynamics. In our analysis, the inclusion of the ‘‘missing’’D13(1895) resonance does
only slightly improve the global description of theS photoproduction data. More convincing signals for the
presence of such a ‘‘missing’’ resonance emerged in the analysis of the isospin relatedgp→K1L reaction.
Various implementations of the nonresonant part of theS photoproduction amplitude are presented. The
sensitivity of the computed observables and extracted resonance parameters to the uncertainties inherent to the
treatment of the nonresonant~background! diagrams are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, pion photoproduction reactionsgp→pN
have played a crucial role in studies that aim at elucidat
the excitation spectrum of baryons. The study of the
weaker kaon photoproduction channels is currently gain
momentum, thanks to the construction of a number of de
cated photon and electron accelerator facilities in the
GeV photon and electron energy regime. It is believed t
the involvement of ass̄ quark antiquark pair in the reactio
process opens a new window on the dynamics of exc
nucleon states and can help in shedding light on the com
and not so well understood field of baryon spectroscopy.
cently, accurate measurements for the three reactionsgp
→K1L, gp→K1S0, and gp→K0S1 have been reported
@1,2#. In the baryon resonance region, the observed t
cross sections for all three channels are of the order of a
microbarns.

A property which is specifically related to the productio
of S hyperons, is the anticipated role of the isospinI 5 3

2 D*
resonances in the reaction dynamics, which are exclu
from participating inL photoproduction because of arg
ments based on isospin conservation. As such, thegp
→KS channel can act as an isospin filter to study thoseD*
resonances. In comparison to thegp→KL process, the de
scription of S photoproduction within the context of isoba
models appears less attractive, as the freedom to exciteD*
states increases the number of candidates, and corresp
ingly the number of parameters, for intermediate reson
states. An important feature which helps in minimizing t
number of free parameters, though, is the observation
the S0 and S1 particles are part of theS isospin triplet.
Consequently, one can rely on isospin symmetry to relate
coupling constants needed in the description of
p(g,K1)S0 reaction to those required for thep(g,K0)S1

process. Within such a scheme, a common analysis of
reaction channels becomes possible.

In this work, we aim at studyingS photoproduction at the
so-called ‘‘tree level,’’ where only first-order Feynma
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graphs are taken into account. This implies that all high
order terms, which, for example, account for final-state int
action effects, are being discarded. Also the unitarity c
straint is not fully obeyed at tree level. A recent couple
channel analysis@3#, specifically designed to include
coupled-channel effects in the description of strangen
photoproduction channels, reports that the effect of coup
channel mechanisms on the cross sections is of the orde
20%. Admittedly, this is a substantial effect. On the oth
hand, in the tree-level analysis presented here, we obs
substantial model dependences. They give rise to substa
variations in some of the extracted coupling constants. T
major source of the model uncertainties stems from the tr
ment of the background or nonresonant Feynman diagra
In the light of this, we reckon that a profound understand
of the tree-level contributions to hyperon photoproducti
processes is imperative. We are convinced that full-blo
coupled-channel analyses will also benefit from an improv
understanding of the tree-level contributions to the stran
ness photoproduction reactions.

In this work, we extend our tree-level analysis of theL
photoproduction data reported in Ref.@4# to the S channel.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
will discuss the isobar model for hyperon photoproducti
on the nucleon. Special attention will be paid to the pecu
role played by the Born diagrams. In Sec. III we then pres
the results of our numerical calculations. In Sec. III A, w
explore the dominant resonance contributions and in S
III B we investigate various schemes to implement the n
resonant background terms. In Sec. III C, we discuss in h
far the crossing symmetricK2p→gS0 process provides ad
ditional constraints for the description of theS photoproduc-
tion reaction. Section IV contains our conclusions and
outlook. The Appendix summarizes the use of isospin c
straints in relating hadronic and electromagnetic coupl
constants.

II. ISOBAR MODEL

A. Formalism

In this work, theS photoproduction reaction on the proto
is modeled with the aid of effective Lagrangians. In su
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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a framework, the physical degrees of freedom are hadr
and their excited states. Every resonance is treated a
individual particle with its own properties, such as ma
strong-decay widths, and photohelicity amplitudes. Wh
calculating the leading Feynman diagrams, effective-fi
theories provide the operatorial structure of the interact
vertices and the propagators for the intermediate partic
The detailed forms of the effective Lagrangians for the va
ous couplings can be found in many works~see, for example
Refs. @5,6#!. The conventions used here are summarized
Ref. @4#.

Since the Lagrangian formalism describes point-like int
actions, it is a common procedure to introduce phenome
logical form factors at the hadronic vertices. They do acco
for the finite extension of the interacting hadrons and
hard ~unknown! physics at short interbaryon distances. W
wish to stress that such a phenomenological treatment o
short-distance physics is necessarily model dependen
widely used parameterization for the hadronic form factor
the dipole form@7#:

Fx~L!5
L4

L41~x2Mx
2!2

~x[s,t,u!, ~1!

wherex is the off-shell momentum squared at the vertex a
L is the cutoff mass that sets the short-distance scale o
effective theory. It is well known that introducing hadron
form factors violates gauge invariance at the level of
Born diagrams. Additional contact terms are then required
restore this fundamental symmetry, a procedure which is
free of ambiguities. In our calculations, the gauge-restor
contact terms are determined with the aid of a proced
which was recently suggested by Davidson and Workm
@8#. The advantage of this recipe over other schemes, is
the added contact terms do not contain any singularities. T
is not the case for older procedures, such as those sugg
by Ohta@9# or Haberzettl@10#, which have been adopted i
numerous theoretical works dealing with meson induced
meson production reactions.

Within the context of an effective-field theory, the degr
of participation of the different intermediate resonances
determined by the magnitude of the corresponding elec
magnetic and strong coupling constants. Those values ar
predicted by the theory itself, but should be determined
comparing model calculations to an extensive data set.
most recently publishedp(g,K1)S0 and p(g,K0)S1 data
are due to the SAPHIR Collaboration at the ELSA facility
Bonn @1,2#. This data set forS0 (S1) photoproduction con-
tains 21~5! total and 70~18! differential cross section points
as well as 12~4! recoil polarization asymmetries over a
energy range from threshold up to 2.0~1.55! GeV. On the
basis of these data, we have determined the optimal coup
constants for several sets of intermediate resonances by m
mizing x2, which is defined in the standard manner:

x25
1

N (
i 51

N
@Xi2Yi~a1 , . . . ,an!#2

sXi

2
. ~2!
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Here, Xi are the measured observables,sXi

2 their standard

deviations,Yi(a1 , . . .an) the theoretical predictions for th
variablesXi andN the number of data points in the fit. Th
aj ’s denote the free parameters~coupling constants and had
ronic form-factor cutoffs! of the model.

The S2, S1, andS0 baryons form an isospin triplet. As
outlined in the Appendix, one can exploit isospin symme
to establish relations between the hadronic and electrom
netic coupling constants for the differentS photoproduction
channels. The obvious advantage of such a procedure, is
the p(g,K1)S0 andp(g,K0)S1 data can be described wit
one common set of parameters. In principle, then(g,K0)S0

andn(g,K1)S2 channels could also be implemented in th
scheme@11#. Data for those reaction channels are spar
though. Moreover, the procedure of extracting ‘‘elementa
neutron cross sections from measurements on nuclei, suc
the deuteron, induces severe model dependences. To m
matters even worse, connecting proton to neutron elec
magnetic coupling constants demands the knowledge of
rather poorly known helicity amplitudes for the differe
nucleon resonances. For all of the above arguments, we
excluded from our global analyses theS photoproduction
channels off the neutron.

Even at tree level, the description ofgp→KY processes
involves a substantial number of Feynman diagrams. T
diagrams can be divided into two broad classes, the ba
ground ~or, nonresonant! and the resonant terms. The latt
reflect themselves ass channel terms and are esteemed
contain the most relevant physical information. The extrac
coupling constants for the corresponding resonant states
stitute the bridge between the photoproduction meas
ments and quark-model predictions@12–14#. However, the
implementation of the background contributions in the d
scription of gp→KY processes is far from being a trivia
task. The background contains several classes of Feyn
graphs. First the Born terms, involving an off-shell proton
the s channel, aK meson exchange in thet channel and
hyperon exchange in theu channel. Second, there are term
involving the exchange of aK* vector meson in thet chan-
nel andY* hyperon resonances in theu channel. Some mod
els dealing withL and S photoproduction have neglecte
these resonantu channel terms@15,16#. The exchange ofK*
and Y* particles in thet and u channel are perceived a
background and not as resonant diagrams, as they do
possess poles in the physical region of the reaction.

B. Born diagrams

It is a notable fact that the Born terms on their own e
hibit rather intriguing characteristics when it comes to mo
eling thegp→K1L and gp→KS reaction dynamics. The
Born terms only depend on two parametersgK1Lp and
gK1S0p , which are in principle strictly related to the wel
determinedgpNN coupling constant through SU~3! flavor
symmetry. In practice, SU~3! is a broken symmetry and a
best some ‘‘realistic’’ ranges forgK1Lp and gK1S0p can be
set. Reasonable ranges, corresponding with deviation
20% from the SU~3! predictions, are
2-2
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S PHOTOPRODUCTION IN THE RESONANCE REGION PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 035202 ~2002!
24.5<
gK1Lp

A4p
<23.0, ~3a!

0.9<
gK1S0p

A4p
<1.3. ~3b!

Purely hadronic processes, such asKN scattering@17# or
pp→pKY reactions@18,19#, can be understood in terms o
the SU~3!-based coupling constants. These observations
suggest that there is little room for SU~3! breaking beyond
the aforementioned ranges. In the electromagnetic prod
tion of strangeness, though, a difficulty emerges@4,20–22#.
Indeed, using coupling constants which vary within t
aforementioned boundaries, the predicted strength from
‘‘bare’’ Born terms overshoots the measuredp(g,K1)L
cross section by a factor of 3 or 4. In theS photoproduction
case, we observe similar qualitative features. The pho
energy dependence of the totalp(g,K1)S0 andp(g,K0)S1

cross sections, calculated in a model that solely includes
Born terms, is displayed in Fig. 1. For bothS production
channels, the Born terms in themselves strongly overpre
the measurements. For the curves of Fig. 1 we adopt
values gK1Lp /A4p523.0 and gK1S0p /A4p50.9. They
correspond with the smallest absolute couplings which
allowed according to Eq.~3!. When adopting couplings
based on exact SU~3! symmetry, the overprediction become
even more severe.

An intriguing observation is that, under the constraints
Eq. ~3!, the major fraction of the Born strength in th
p(g,K1)S0 channel is stemming from the so-called ‘‘e
tended’’ Born diagram which is sketched in Fig. 2. In th
diagram, aL is produced in theu channel and converted int

FIG. 1. The photon-energy dependence of the contribution fr
the Born diagrams to the totalp(g,K1)S0 and p(g,K0)S1 cross
sections. These results are obtained without introducing hadr
form factors andgK1Lp /A4p523.0 andgK1S0p /A4p50.9. The
dashed curve in thep(g,K1)S0 panel, is the result after excludin
the ‘‘extended’’ Born term depicted in Fig. 2. The data are fro
Refs.@1,2#.
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a S0 at the electromagnetic vertex. The dominance of t
term can be attributed to the large value ofgK1Lp compared
to gK1S0p . As a matter of fact, this implies that the majo
part of the background cross section inS0 production is
dominated byL exchange in theu channel. Due to charge
conservation,L exchange cannot contribute to the Bo
terms forS1 photoproduction. In thep(g,K0)S1 channel,
the Born contributions consist only of proton exchange in
s channel andS1 exchange in theu channel. Remark tha
also thet channel does not contribute since the photon d
not couple to the neutralK0 meson. Despite the restricte
number of background diagrams, the two Born terms p
duce far more strength than in theS0 photoproduction case
This can be partly attributed to thegK0S1p coupling constant
which is, according to the relation~A3!, a factor ofA2 larger
than gK1S0p and partly to the values of the correspondi
anomalous magnetic moments (kS151.458, kS050.79)
@23,24#.

From the above discussion it may become clear that a
from introducing resonances, it is mandatory to add mo
ingredients that properly counterbalance the strength p
duced by the ‘‘bare’’ Born terms. InL photoproduction,
where one comes across a similar difficulty, we discus
three schemes in which this goal could be accomplished@4#.
First, it is well known that for sufficiently low values of th
cutoff massL in the hadronic form factors of Eq.~1!, the
strength stemming from the Born terms can be adequa
suppressed without invoking other mechanisms. It turns
that in such a scheme an appropriate description of thL
photoproduction data can solely be achieved with cut
masses of the order of the kaon mass. This is a rather in
venient situation for an effective-field theory. Second, in R
@25# we have shown that for thep(g,K1)L process, the
introduction of hyperon resonances~L* and S* ! in the u
channel permits one to naturally cut down the strength fr
the Born terms through destructive interferences. Suc
scheme offers the obvious advantage of describing the p
toproduction data with cutoff masses of a few times the ka
mass. As a third alternative, the constraints from~broken!
SU~3!-flavor symmetry of Eq.~3! can be simply disregarded
It goes without saying that after sufficiently reducing t
gK1Lp andgK1S0p couplings, one can~artificially! force the
strength from the Born diagrams to approach the magnit

ic

FIG. 2. The so-called ‘‘extended’’ Born term contributing to th
p(g,K1)S0 process. AL hyperon is exchanged in theu channel
and converted into aS0 at the electromagnetic vertex.
2-3
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TABLE I. The table summarizes the reducedx2 values for the different sets ofN* andD* resonances and
a particular model to treat the background diagrams. Thex2 values are from the best fits obtained fro
comparing the model calculations with the SAPHIRp(g,K)S data. With ‘‘N* core set’’ we refer to the
S11(1650),P11(1710), andP13(1720) nucleon resonances. NFP indicates the total number of free param
in the corresponding fitting procedure.

Resonance contributions Background x2 NFP
N* core set D13(1895) S31(1620) S31(1900) P31(1910) Model

l D 6.52 13
l l l D 4.16 15
l l l D 5.66 15
l l l D 3.20 15
l l l l D 3.19 16
l l D 5.29 18
l l l l D 2.88 20
l l l A 2.03 15
l l l l A 1.98 20
l l l B 1.95 17
l l l l B 1.81 22
l l l C 1.96 15
l l l l C 1.89 20
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of the measured cross sections.
In this work, we extend our description ofL photo-

production@4# to theS production channels. Building on th
knowledge gained inL photoproduction, in Sec. III B we
will present various schemes to implement the backgro
diagrams in modelingp(g,K)S reactions. First, however
we will look for a proper set of resonances to describe
currently availablep(g,K)S data in Sec. III A. Finally, in
Sec. III C we consider thep(K2,g)S0 reaction.

III. RESULTS

A. Resonance contributions

Recent isobar models@4,5,15,26# identified the three
nucleon resonancesS11(1650),P11(1710), andP13(1720) as
leadingN* contributions to thep(g,K1)L reaction. It thus
appears natural to consider them as privileged candidate
participate in theS photoproduction channels@16#. On the
other hand, we do not have similar guidelines concerning
leadingD* contributions. In our numerical investigations, w
rely on ax2 procedure to judge whether a particular set
resonances is suited to describe the data. In the proce
determining an optimum set ofN* andD* particles, we have
fixed a basic set consisting of the three aforementionedN*
resonances to which we have gradually added other com
nations ofN* andD* states. All results reported in this sub
section are obtained with a particular model choice~in Sec.
III B coined model D! for treating the background. A pro
found discussion of the implementation of the backgrou
diagrams is postponed to Sec. III B.

Starting with a ‘‘core set’’ consisting of theS11(1650),
P11(1710) and P13(1720) resonances, we arrive atx2

56.52 for an overall fit to the combined set ofp(g,K1)S0

and p(g,K0)S1 cross section and polarization asymme
data. This quality of agreement surely allows room for i
03520
d

e

to

e

f
of
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d

-

provement and, consequently, for additionalN* andD* reso-
nances playing a non-negligible role in the reaction dyna
ics. Table I summarizes the attainedx2 values for various
combinations of resonances. In an attempt to minimize
number of free parameters, we started out with introduc
only spin-1/2D* states. Note that in an effective Lagrangia
approach, a spin-1/2 resonance adds only one free param
while five extra parameters are introduced per spin-3/2 re
nance ~two coupling constants and three off-shell para
eters!. Candidates for spin-1/2D* resonances are th
S31(1620),S31(1900), andP31(1910) states@23#. With those
three D* resonances and the aforementioned core of th
N* resonances consisting of theS11(1650), P11(1710), and
P13(1720), we arrive at a global best fit withx253.19. A
similar quality of agreement (x253.20), however, can al-
ready be achieved by the mere action of only two of the
D* ’s, theS31(1900) andP31(1910). Other combinations se
lected out of the three aforementionedD* states were also
able to improve the description of the data~see Table I!
although the combination of theS31(1900) andP31(1910)
clearly produced the bestx2. Note that these twoD* reso-
nances were also recognized as most likelyI 5 3

2 resonance
candidates by Mart in his analysis of theS photoproduction
data@16#.

The recentp(g,K1)L data from the SAPHIR Collabora
tion @1# exhibit a structure in the energy dependence ab
v lab'1.5 GeV. In the analysis of Ref.@15#, this structure
was put forward as possible evidence for the existence
‘‘missing’’ D13(1895) resonance. An alternative interpret
tion in terms of the exchange of a spin-3/2L* resonance in
theu channel was put forward by Saghai in Ref.@26#. In Ref.
@4#, we stressed thatN* resonances with other quantu
numbers can also account for the observed structure. F
this discussion it may already become obvious that the id
tification of ‘‘missing resonances’’ and their properties fro
2-4
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S PHOTOPRODUCTION IN THE RESONANCE REGION PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 035202 ~2002!
strangeness photoproduction data, is a heavily debated t
We have investigated in how far the inclusion of a ‘‘missin
D13(1895) resonance improves the fits of theS photoproduc-
tion data. Including the core set of threeN* ’s and the
D13(1895) in thes channel, we arrive at a best fit withx2

55.29. Despite the fact that theD13 andD* resonances hav
their poles in the same energy region, inspection of Tab
learns that this quality of agreement is inferior to what w
obtained in the calculation with twoD* resonances. A reso
nance set consisting of the core of threeN* resonances, the
D13 and the twoD* ’s leads to a fit withx252.88. Compared
to thex2 of 3.20, achieved without introducing theD13, this
represents only a minor improvement, in view of the fact t
the introduction of a spin-3/2 resonance comes at the
pense of throwing in five additional free parameters in
fitting procedure.

Summarizing the findings of Table I, we are tempted
conclude thatD* resonances seem to constitute an essen
part of the dynamics ofS photoproduction. No convincing
evidence for a salient role for theD13(1895) resonance inS
photoproduction is found. In this subsection, we have dra
our conclusions on the basis of numerical calculations wit
one particular model~‘‘model D’’ ! for treating the back-
ground diagrams. Alternative models for implementing t
background diagrams will be introduced in the forthcomi
section. Anticipating these investigations, the relative role
the differentN* andD* particles turns out to be rather inde
pendent of the choices made with respect to the treatmen
the nonresonant diagrams. As it happens, this will turn
not always to be the case for the extracted quantitative r
nance information.

B. Background contributions

As alluded to in Sec. II B, one of the long-standing issu
in modeling strangeness photoproduction is the unreal
cally large amounts of strength produced by the ‘‘bare’’ Bo
terms. In the process of trying to counterbalance the stren
from these amplitudes by adding extra ingredients to
theory, it appears that some model dependence in the t
ment of the background terms cannot be avoided. We n
discuss four models which all succeed in cutting down
background strength inS photoproduction. In all schemes
the background contains at least the usual Born terms@in-
cluding the ‘‘extended’’ diagram in thep(g,K1)S0 case#
and theK* (892) vector-meson exchange in thet channel.
For the investigations presented in this subsection, the r
nant part includes theN* resonancesS11(1650), P11(1710),
and P13(1720) and theD* statesS31(1900) andP31(1910).
Those five resonances were identified in Sec. III A as
appropriate set for describingS photoproduction with a
minimal number of free parameters.

Model A. The hadronic form factorsFx(L), described in
Eq. ~1!, cut the high-momentum dependence of the differ
amplitudes and emerge as a mechanism to reduce
strength stemming from the Born diagrams to magnitude
the order of the measured cross sections. To fully exploit
power of this reduction mechanism, we imposed an un
limit of 0.4 GeV for the cutoff massL during the fit.
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Thereby, noY* contributions in theu channel are consid
ered. Despite our reservations regarding the use of ‘‘so
cutoff masses, eventually we arrive in this scheme at a v
satisfactoryx252.03 with a cutoff massL close to the under
limit of 0.4 GeV. It should be stressed that with cutoff mass
as small as the kaon mass, the hadronic form factor st
playing a predominant role in the description of the react
dynamics and heavily affects the predicted values of the
servables, not only in the high-energy regime but even
threshold.

Model B. In Ref. @25#, we pointed out that for the descrip
tion of p(g,K1)L processes, the introduction of hypero
resonances in theu channel can be an efficient and physica
relevant way of counterbalancing the strength produced
the Born terms. More specifically, the destructive interf
ence between theu channel amplitudes of theL* ~1800! and
L* ~1810! hyperon resonances and the Born terms resulte
a very satisfactory description of thep(g,K1)L data. We
have made an attempt to identify an equivalent procedure
KS photoproduction. Unfortunately, there is relatively litt
theoretical guidance on how to select the proper intermed
hyperon resonances and how to determine realistic value
their coupling constants. Nevertheless, after including
L* ~1810! andS* ~1880! in the u channel, we arrive at a fai
description of thep(g,K1)S0 and p(g,K0)S1 data with a
x2 of 1.95.

Note that the L* resonance does not feed thegp
→K0S1 channel. Consequently, the procedure of introd
ing hyperon resonances in theu channel, as a natural phys
cal mechanism to counteract the background amplitudes
expected to be less effective in thep(g,K0)S1 channel.
However, as can be seen in Fig. 3, a stronger destruc
interference between theK* vector-meson contribution in
the t channel and the background diagrams is noted for
p(g,K0)S1 process. One may wonder why this mechani
does not seem to prevail so strongly in theS0 photoproduc-
tion case. This can be naturally explained by looking at
respective electromagnetic coupling constants of theK* vec-
tor mesons. On the basis of Eq.~A10!, one finds that the loss
of destructive interference with theL* resonance in the
p(g,K0)S1 process is likely to be counterbalanced by
enhanced destructive interference with thet channel vector-
meson exchanges.

One of the obvious advantages of the ‘‘model B’’ d
scribed here, is that the role of the hadronic form factors
be diminished to levels that appear physically accepta
Indeed, good fits (x251.95) of theS photoproduction data
can be obtained with a ‘‘hard’’ cutoff mass of the ord
L51.6 GeV. One argument that may speak against mode
is that the extracted values of theY* coupling constants turn
out to be large in comparison with theN* andD* coupling
strengths. However, the twou channel particles, introduce
in the computations, could be interpreted as representing
fective particles which account for a larger set ofu channel
processes@4#.

Model C. A third option is to simply disregard the con
straints of Eq.~3! imposed by~broken! SU~3!-flavor symme-
try. Then, thegK1Lp andgK1S0p coupling constants can b
2-5
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treated as free parameters in the minimization procedure
calculations with model C we are solely constraining t
relative sign between the two coupling constants. Ignor
Y* exchange in theu channel, we arrive at an overall agre
ment with the data ofx251.96 with gK1Lp /A4p520.23
and gK1S0p /A4p50.28. These numbers are dramatica
smaller than what is predicted on the basis of SU~3!-flavor
symmetry~23.75 and 1.09, respectively!. In this fit, the cut-
off mass was allowed to vary freely and adopts a value of
GeV. This value ofL alludes to a rather modest role for th
hadronic form factors in the description of the reaction d
namics.

Model D. This scheme is an attempt to unite some of
virtues of the three models presented above, at the same
minimizing the number of free parameters that are int
duced to compute the background diagrams. In this mo
the constraints of Eq.~3! are respected during the fittin
procedure. In an attempt to keep the model as simple
possible, noY* particles in theu channel are introduced. Th
hadronic cutoff massL is treated as a parameter and allow
to vary freely in a range defined by the under limit 1.1 Ge
In the optimum fit, the value ofL always approaches thi
under limit, stressing the essential role of the hadronic fo
factors for keeping the strength from the Born diagrams
realistic levels. In Sec. III A this scheme for treating t
background diagrams was adopted when investigating
dominant resonance contributions. This choice was mad
the basis of a minimized number of free parameters relate
the background diagrams. Inspecting Table I, it becomes
vious, though, that for a fixed set of resonances mode
systematically leads tox2 values which are inferior to thos

FIG. 3. Total cross sections for thep(g,K1)S0 andp(g,K0)S1

processes. The dashed curve denotes the computed strength
the Born terms~with ‘‘strong’’ hadronic form factorsL51.6 GeV!.
For the dotted line, theK* t channel contribution is added. Th
dot-dashed curve includes theY* hyperon resonances and cons
quently is the result of the full background contribution as co
puted within model B. The solid line embodies, in addition to t
background, thes channelN* and D* resonances. The data a
from Refs.@1,2#.
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obtained in models A, B, and C.
With all suggested models for implementing the bac

ground diagrams, we arrive at a satisfactory description
the available data. This feature becomes apparent from
x2 values contained in Table I and can also be illustrated
directly comparing model predictions with the data poin
Figure 4 shows the energy dependence of the total c
section for the background models A, B, and C. In the
plots, the strength from the background diagrams is a
shown. It is clear from this figure that the predictions for t
background and resonant strength are qualitatively sim
for models A and C. Nevertheless, there are major diff
ences between the assumptions underlying the two mod
Most importantly, whereas model A is based ongKY p cou-
pling constants respecting~broken! SU~3! flavor symmetry,
model C does not impose any constraints of that type. Ho
ever, it appears that respecting SU~3! flavor symmetry comes
at a certain price. Indeed, when adopting SU~3! constraints
on thegKY p values, one appears to be forced to either int
duce~unrealistically! soft hadronic form factors~model A!,

rom

-

FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the totalp(g,K1)S0 and
p(g,K0)S1 cross sections. The dashed curves denote the comp
strength from the ‘‘background’’ diagrams. The solid curves inclu
both the background and the resonant amplitudes. The panels~A!,
~B!, ~C! refer to the optimum fits obtained with the three bac
ground models A, B, and C, respectively. The data are fr
Refs.@1,2#.
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TABLE II. Numerical values of the coupling constants and hadronic cutoff masses~in MeV! in the isobar
model calculations for thep(g,K1)S0 process. The conventions for the coupling constants are as in Ref@4#.

model A model B model C

Born terms gK1S0p /A4p 9.94931021 9.21531021 2.81131021

gK1Lp /A4p 24.487 23.017 22.26131021

K* GK*
v 6.92631022 7.59831022 6.82831022

GK*
t 8.04731022 4.08731022 1.41131021

P01(1810) GP01
21.838

P11(1880) GP11
29.451

S11(1650) GS11
24.56831022 24.51631023 22.51131022

P11(1710) GP11
21.21331021 21.58331021 21.87931021

P13(1720) GP13

(1) 2.36731022 1.70631022 2.69931022

GP13

(2) 5.23831022 8.34331022 5.21331022

XP13
12.351 6.943 14.863

YP13
3.781 4.765 3.861

ZP13
-1.122 21.129 21.089

S31(1900) GS31
5.13131022 4.27931022 4.35131022

P31(1910) GP31
3.72631021 3.59931021 3.92031021

cutoff mass Lborn 439.68 1605.04 2509.22
L res 1616.20 1602.43 1601.54

x2 2.03 1.95 1.96
re
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or implement additionalu channel diagrams~model B! to
destructively interfere with the Born terms. In the literatu
on p(g,K)Y, there is no agreement on whether or not
respect SU~3! symmetry. The analysis of Leeet al. in Ref.
@27# is based on moderately broken SU~3! symmetry
(gKLp

1 /A4p523.80 andgKSp
1 /A4p51.20). This for ex-

ample also holds for the work of Davidet al. @28#
(gKLp

1 /A4p523.23 andgKSp /A4p50.80). Other analy-
ses yieldedgKY p coupling constants which do not respe
SU~3! symmetry. Williamset al. @20# were one of the first
to document that by not imposing flavor symmetry a f
description is obtained with much smaller couplings22.38
<gKLp

1 /A4p<21.16 and 0.0928<gKS0p
1 /A4p<0.273.

Similarly and more recently, Martet al. @11# use
gKLp

1 /A4p50.51 and gKS0p
1 /A4p50.13, Feuster and

Mosel @5# extractgKLp
1 /A4p521.72 and Hsiaoet al. @22#

arrives at values ranging between22.41<gKLp
1 /A4p<

21.24 and20.50<gKS0p
1 /A4p<1.04. All these absolute

gKY p’s are substantially smaller than what could be expec
on the basis of moderately broken SU~3! flavor symmetry.
The numerical values obtained in this work are summari
in Table II. As pointed out in Ref.@5#, it probably makes
03520
r

d

d

more sense to compare the productgKY p•F̂ than the bare
coupling constantsgKY p . In this respect, our model A, base
on SU~3! flavor symmetry forgKY p , requires form factorsF̂
of the order 0.1. Model C, on the other hand, use values oF̂
of the order 1, but thegKY p are close to one-tenth of th
SU~3! predictions. This results in comparable values
gKY p•F̂ in both models. In model B, SU~3! flavor symmetry
is only mildly violated and due to the larger cutoff mass, t
productgKY p•F̂ is considerably larger than in the models
and C.

In Fig. 5, model calculations for the angular distributio
of the p(g,K1)SW 0 and p(g,K0)SW 1 recoil-polarization
asymmetry are given. This asymmetry is defined as

P5
ds/dV (1)2ds/dV (2)

ds/dV (1)1ds/dV (2)
, ~4!

where 1~2! refers to a hyperon polarization parallel~anti
parallel! to the (pW g3pW K) axis. Note, however, that the dat
points for the asymmetry of theK0S1 process, are binned
over the whole energy range. Consequently, they hardly
fect thex2 of the global fit.
e

d
,

ver
m

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of th

p(g,K1)SW 0 and p(g,K0)SW 1 recoil-polarization
asymmetry (P). The solid, dashed, and dotte
lines are obtained with background model A, B
and C, respectively. Our results are averaged o
the experimental energy bins. The data are fro
Refs.@1,2#.
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Predictions for the energy and angular dependence of
differential cross section and the photon-beam asymm
(S) are displayed in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for the models A,
and C described above. The photon-beam asymmetry is
fined in the standard manner:

S5
ds/dV (')2ds/dV (i)

ds/dV (')1ds/dV (i)
. ~5!

Here,'~i! refers to linearly polarized photons perpendicu
~parallel! to the reaction plane. From visual inspection of t
Figs. 6–8, it indeed becomes apparent that the energy
angular dependence of the differential cross sections is ra
similar for the three models. The sudden rise in the predic
S0 cross sections at very backward angles and the hig

FIG. 6. The differential cross section and photon-beam as
metry ~S! for thep(g,K1)S0 andp(g,K0)S1 processes as a func
tion of the photon lab energyv lab and cosu. The calculations ac-
count for theS11(1650), P11(1710), P13(1720), S31(1900), and
P31(1910) s channel resonances. The background terms are tre
according to the prescriptions of model A.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6 but now for background model B.
03520
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photon energies should not be considered as physical.
lustrates the limits of the hadronic models for predicting o
servables in ‘‘unmeasured’’ regions of the phase space. N
that the data used in the fitting procedure do not extend
yond 2.0 GeV (S0 production! and 1.55 GeV (S1 produc-
tion!. For the angular and energy dependence of
p(gW ,K1)S0 photon-beam asymmetry, models A, B, and
produce comparable results. Although no published data
ist for this observable to date, the model dependences in
predictions for this observable seem to be modest. On
other hand, large variations between the different predicti
for the p(g,K0)S1 photon-beam asymmetry are observe
To fully appreciate this, we have gathered the calculatio
for the photon-beam asymmetries at some fixed photon
energies in Fig. 9. With no doubt, more precise data for
various polarization observables would help in further co
straining the model dependences in the treatment of
background diagrams.

-

ed

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6 but now for background model C.

FIG. 9. The angular dependence of the photon-beam asymm
(S) for three photon lab energies. The solid, dashed, and do
curves are the predictions as obtained with the background mo
A, B, and C, respectively. The upper panels are for thep(gW ,K1)S0

process, the lower for thep(gW ,K0)S1 reaction.
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FIG. 10. The extracted coupling constants f
the N* and D* resonances. The circles are e
tracted within model A, the squares within mod
B, and the triangles within model C. The conve
tions adopted for the coupling constants are su
marized in Ref.@4#.
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Not only the predictions for some of the asymmetries,
also the extraction of resonance parameters, turns out t
reasonably sensitive to the adopted procedure to treat
background. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 10, where
extracted resonance coupling constants are plotted for
background models A, B, and C. For theI 5 3

2 D* reso-
nances, the extracted coupling constants are rather ins
tive to the choices for the background. Larger variatio
exceeding the 20% level are observed for the extractedN*
parameters. Table II lists the numerical values of all para
eters corresponding with the optimum fits. The discern
model variation in the resonance parameters show th
model-independent extraction of this information from t
strangeness-photoproduction data is not yet at hand. Th
rather unfortunate, given that these variables play a cru
role in linking the predictions of~constituent! quark models
and the photoproduction data.

To conclude this section, we come back to the aforem
tioned issue of the missingD13 nucleon resonance. Adoptin
background model D, the inclusion of thisN* particle im-
proved the quality of the global fit fromx253.20 to x2

52.88. We stress again that this comes at the expens
adding five extra parameters. We have investigated wheth
similar qualitative feature emerged with background mod
A, B, and C. In all cases, a global fit with the core of t
threeN* and the twoD* resonances with and without th
D13(1895) was performed. The results are contained in Ta
I. The improvement in the quality of the fit varied from 3%
~model A! to 8%~model B!. We appreciate this improvemen
as rather modest in view of the five extra parameters. For
sake of reference, we mention that in a comparable tree-l
analysis of thep(g,K1)L data, the inclusion of an extr
D13(1895) resonance improved the fits from 22 up to 40
depending on the choices made for computing the ba
ground contributions@25#.

C. Radiative kaon capture

Through the rules of crossing symmetry@29#, the process
of radiative kaon capture,

K21p→g1S0, ~6!

is related to the kaon photoproductionp(g,K1)S0 process.
Indeed, one has

M K2p→gS0
~p,k,pK ,pS!5M gp→K1S0

~p,2k,2pK ,pS!,
~7!
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wherep, k, pK , andpS are the four momenta of the proton
photon, kaon, andS, respectively. Unfortunately, to ou
knowledge the sole reliable data point for the radiative ka
capture process is for the branching ratio ofstoppedkaons

R5
G~K2p→gS0!

G~K2p→all!

5
p

2WK2p

v

M pMK~M p1MK!

1

~4p!2

3
1

2
uM gp→K1S0

~p,2k,2pK ,pY!u2, ~8!

where v is the c.m. photon energy andWK2p5560
6135 MeV fm3 is the K2p pseudopotential determined b
Burkhardtet al. @30#.

Our model predictions forR are summarized in Table III
It becomes clear that the three proposed background mo
produce values which differ by two orders of magnitude a
considerably underestimate the measured value. Howev
has been stressed by various authors@28,30,32# that the
L* ~1405! resonance, which is ans channel resonance jus
below the decay threshold, is of crucial importance for
producing R. In the S photoproduction process, th
L* ~1405! is a candidate for a resonantu channel contribu-
tion. However, in our analysis ofgp→KS, no direct need
for introducing theL* ~1405! emerged~model B is the sole
model that implementsu channelL* and S* resonances!.
Therefore, we investigated whether a consistent descrip
of the branching ratioR and thep(g,K)S SAPHIR data is
feasible. To this end, we started out from background mo
B to which we added theL* ~1405! hyperon resonance. In
the fitting procedure against the SAPHIR data and the va
of R, we arrive at ax2 value of 1.92. The result for
R51.5631023 is in agreement with the experimental valu
within the error bars.

TABLE III. Model predictions with the background models A
B, and C for the branching ratioR5G(K2p→gS0)/G(K2p
→all). The experimental value is from Ref.@31#.

A B C B 1 experiment
L* ~1405! Ref. @31#

R3103 0.016 0.259 0.002 1.556 1.4460.2060.11
2-9
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To conclude this subsection, we wish to stress that
branching ratioR in radiative kaon capture has only a lim
ited potential to constrain thep(g,K)S reaction dynamics.
Indeed, there are strong indications that the value ofR is
mainly determined by the strength of theL* ~1405! while
this resonance plays only a secondary role ingp→KS
reactions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented results for neutral a
chargedS photoproduction off the proton in a hadron
model at tree level. By comparing model calculations
the SAPHIR data, we were able to identify a set of fiveN*
and D* resonances@S11(1650), P11(1710), P13(1720),
S31(1900), andP31(1910)] with which a satisfactory de
scription of the data can be obtained. Our calculations do
provide evidence for a salient role for theD13(1895) reso-
nance inS photoproduction. TheD13(1895) has never bee
observed inpN scattering. Recently, it was claimed that si
nals for the existence of such a resonance emerge from tL
photoproduction data.

We have shown that the ‘‘bare’’ Born amplitudes produ
p(g,K)S cross sections which dramatically overshoot t
measured ones. Therefore, additional ingredients in
model calculations beyond resonance contributions ap
essential. We have presented total and differential cross
tions as well as recoil and photon asymmetry results for f
schemes which accomplish to cut down satisfactorily
magnitude of the Born amplitudes. Through the backgrou
diagrams some model dependence in the extracted reson
parameters gets introduced. This dependence turns out
small for theD* particles. For some of theN* resonances
though, the obtained coupling constants may vary subs
tially, depending on which model is used to implement t
background. Predictions for thep(g,K1)S0 photon-beam
asymmetry are only moderately sensitive to the impleme
tion of the background terms. This is not the case for
photon-beam asymmetries in thep(g,K0)S1 channel. It
should be stressed that for theS0 case far more data ar
presently available. In the foreseeable future, the availa
amount ofS photoproduction data in the resonance reg
will dramatically increase. Research efforts at Jefferson L
@33#, at GRAAL ~Grenoble! @34#, and SPring-8@35# and con-
tinuing analysis work from the SAPHIR Collaboration@36#
will extend theS andL photo production and electroprodu
tion data beyond 2.0 GeV and will shed light on the~in!ca-
pability of hadronic approaches to model the physics
higher photon energies. They will also provide large and
curate sets of polarization data. With such an extended
base, one can be hopeful to better constrain the theore
models and reveal the full dynamics of strangeness ph
production reactions.
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APPENDIX: ISOSPIN SYMMETRY AND COUPLING
CONSTANTS

Isospin symmetry considerations are extremely use
tools to establish ranges and relative signs between serie
coupling constants. In this appendix we sketch how isos
arguments can be used to establish relations between the
ferent hadronic and electromagnetic coupling consta
which are required in global fits to photoinduced op
strangeness production on the proton. In this appendix,
assume the isospin symmetry of the various meson
baryon multiplets to be exact. In what follows we will briefl
address both hadronic and electromagnetic coupling c
stants.

1. Hadronic decays ofN* and D* resonances

The calculation of hadronic transitions of baryon res
nances poses a challenging task to constituent quark mo
~CQM!. The major difficulty of such models is to determin
the structure of the operators which govern the decay me
nism. This reflects the insufficient basic insight into t
quark dynamics in low-energy hadron phenomenology. M
CQM’s studying hadronic decays of baryon resonances~for a
recent example, see Ref.@37#!, start from a transition opera
tor at quark level which does not contain isospin-depend
terms. In such a model, the amplitude for a pseudo-sc
hadronic decay of the type

B~ I 1 ,M1!→K~ I 2 ,M2!1Y~ I 3 ,M3!, ~A1!

is proportional to the isospin part

~21! I 22I 1

A2I 111
^I 2M2I 3M3uI 1M1&^I 2iT̂(I 3)i I 1&, ~A2!

whereI i andMi are the isospin and isospin projection of th
respective particles andT̂(I ) denotes a spherical tensor oper
tor of rank I. From the expression~A2!, one easily obtains
the following relations between the different isospin cha
nels inN→KS:

gK1S0p5
gK0S1p

A2
52gK0S0n5

gK1S2n

A2
. ~A3!

In determining these relations we adopted the following c
ventions for the isospin states of thephysicalS particles:

S1:2uI 51,M511&,

S0:1uI 51,M50&, ~A4!

S2:1uI 51,M521&.

For the hadronic decays of the typeN→KL, starting from
Eq. ~A2!, even simpler relations can be written down:

gK1Lp5gK0Ln . ~A5!
2-10
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S PHOTOPRODUCTION IN THE RESONANCE REGION PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 035202 ~2002!
We now consider hadronic decays of the typeD→KS. De-
fining the corresponding isospin states for theD1,0 particles
as uI 5 3

2 ,I 356 1
2 &, one obtains the following relations from

Eq. ~A2!:

gK1S0D152A2 gK0S1D1

5gK0S0D05A2gK1S2D0. ~A6!

The relations contained in Eqs.~A3!, ~A5!, and ~A6!, also
hold when aN* , K* , S* , or L* resonance is involved at th
vertex.

2. Electromagnetic vertices

Most of the information with respect to electromagne
couplings rely on experimental quantities. The measured
cay widths for theK* 1(892) andK* 0(892) vector mesons
are @23#

GK* 1→K1g55065 keV, ~A7!

GK* 0→K0g5116610 keV. ~A8!

In principle, one can determine the value of the magne
transition moment on the basis of the proportionalitykK* K

2

;GK* →Kg . Within the context of isobar models, howeve
the coupling constants are frequently considered as ‘‘ef
tive couplings’’ wherein, for example, part of final-state i
teraction effects are absorbed. It is a common procedur
use only the ratios of the measured decay widths to con
isospin related coupling constants. This leads to the follo
ing expression:

kK* 0K0
2

kK* 1K1
2 5

GK* 0→K0g

GK* 1→K1g

~A9!

or

kK* 0K0521.52kK* 1K1. ~A10!

The relative sign in the last expression was allocated on
basis of a CQM prediction@38#.

The nucleon magnetic transition moments are related
the photohelicity amplitudes through the interacti
Lagrangians. From the isospin structure of theN* helicity
et

er

ys
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amplitudes, it is easily proven that they are sensitive to
isospin of the final state. To determine the electromagn
vertex coupling at a neutron target from the knowledge of
electromagnetic coupling at a proton target, those differen
have to be taken into account. We adopt the same proce
as for the vector-meson transition moments and use the
perimental amplitudes as a conversion coefficient. The
pressions, which directly follow from the interactio
Lagrangians, read

spin2
1

2
:
kN* n

kN* p

5
A1/2

n

A1/2
p

, ~A11!

spin2
3

2
:
kN* n

(1)

kN* p
(1) 5

A3A1/2
n 6A3/2

n

A3A1/2
p 6A3/2

p
, ~A12!

kN* n
(2)

kN* p
(2) 5

A3A1/2
n 2

M p

MN*
A3/2

n

A3A1/2
p 2

M p

MN*
A3/2

p

, ~A13!

where6 refers to even/odd parity. Note that some of the
helicity amplitudes are rather poorly known, especially tho
of the neutron. For the electromagnetic decay of theD* reso-
nances the following simple relation holds:

kD* p5kD* n , ~A14!

regardless of the spin state of theD* resonance. This is no
the case for the electromagnetic decay ofS* resonances. In
principle, one can make use of the same procedure ado
for the K* and N* transition moment and take the ratio o
the helicity amplitudes as a conversion coefficient. Due
the lack of knowledge about the latter quantities, we ha
used ratio’s of theS ground state transition moments as co
version coefficients. This produces the following relations

kS* S05
mS0

mS1

kS* S15
mS0

mS2

kS* S2, ~A15!

in which we have usedmS152.458, mS2521.160 @23#,
andmS050.79 @24#.
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